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Hence the CHICCO OBSERVATORY, the expert advice centre which follows the development 
of children during their first years of life, full of continuous physical, psychic, social and 
movement ability changes. Thanks to the collaboration of mums and dads, doctors, expert 
paediatricians, associations and day-care centres, the Chicco observatory helps developing 
specifically designed products for each phase of baby’s growth.

The new edition of the Chicco Juvenile Guide has been developed to assist parents in their 
new and difficult role. You will find all products to satisfy your baby’s growth needs in the 
simplest and safest way according to your baby’s age and its phsyco-physical development.

Making a baby smile is the most extraordinary job ever.  
At least according to us

Perhaps that’s why we still think it is the best in the world.
And we feel lucky because we can spend our time  

wondering how to do just that.
Basically, everything we design has one single purpose.

To one day enter a home, meet a baby and make him happy.
Nothing is more important for us than this.

Because we know we will be rewarded with the most  
extraordinary gift there is. The smile of a baby.
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They are part of our DNA and can be seen in our every gesture, helping us to achieve our 
objective: to gain the trust and confidence of those who buy our products. Because we are 
parents too and, however old we are, once upon a time we were all children too.

We have ten core values

Happiness is a serious matter. This is why we surrounded 
ourselves with experts, paediatricians, infant psychologists 
and, above all, people who have an immense love for children.

Happiness is contagious. If we are happy, so will be our little 
customers. Along with their mums and dads and all those 
who love them.

Happiness is a natural feeling. You simply have to be sincere, 
down to earth and be able to enjoy the immense emotion 
that only the smile of a baby is able to give.

Happiness is all around us. Being able to recognise it gives us 
strength to transmit it to others.

Happiness feeds on small gestures. We know that happiness 
also comes from little things.

Happiness always travels on time. All products are designed 
for the children of today. Discovering the world is a game 
that comes very naturally to children.

Happiness needs to be protected. All our products undergo 
the strictest possible tests to guarantee maximum safety.

Happiness helps children grow up. Because a happy child 
will become a better adult and make the world a better and 
happier place.

Happiness always invents something new. Because the more 
creative you are, the happier you are. And vice versa.

Happiness is being free to fly in the sky. And does not follow 
latest trends, but it actually invents them.

Expertise

Positivity

Spontaneity

Friendliness
Simplicity
Contemporary

Protection
Growth

Creativity
Independence
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Chicco offers a full product range for baby’s comfort and 
safety for any times: outdoor, indoor and in the car.
Engineers and designers work together to ensure your 
child’s comfort and safety offering always advanced 
technology solutions and enhancing functionality of 
products in everyday use.

Chicco Juvenile. Technology. 
developed from child’s point of view.

Growing with 
Chicco. 
Outdoor, 

Indoor, Car.
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The first time outdoors,  
the first discoveries.

From the first time outdoors with your child, 
Chicco offers you all you need to move outdoors 
in the safest and most comfortable way: strollers, 
prams and products specifically developed for 
your leisure time. In this way, you will be able to 
choose with all tranquillity the product which is 
most suitable for your needs and life-style.

A Space “Tailored  
for your child”.

During the first months, your baby will spend a 
lot of time at home and you will need practical 
and functional products. Chicco offers you a 
wide range of specific products to be used at 
home. In this way, meal time, sleeping, playing 
and grooming will always be moments lived with 
peace of mind.

Safety on the road 

Cars are designed to offer maximum safety to  
car passengers. Chicco adopts the same criteria, 
designing ‘’tailored’’ child car seats adhering  
to standards that make them a real ‘’protective 
bubble’’. In this guide, you will also find plenty 
of useful advice, as well as all the characteristics 
that a child car seat must possess to be 
considered safe.
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0m+
The Trio Living is a travel system that follows 
baby’s growth from birth up to 3 years of age in  
the best possible way offering all the well-being  
it needs.

It has 4 different configurations developing 
gradually and naturally with baby.  First of all it 
becomes a comfortable and stylish pram. It has a 
top of the range group 0+ car seat, the Auto-Fix 
Fast, which can be fitted to the strollers chassis. 

Then it is a stroller with a reversible seat unit that 
can be used rear or forward facing, with 4 recline 
positions. 

Four configurations, lots of accessories, tailored 
finishes, excellent materials to accompany you 
throughout your day in style, allowing you to  
truly enjoy this unique experience of looking after 
your child with all the care that only parents are 
capable of.

So attractive and practical you would do anything to have one!!
TRIO LIVING    

Living stroller “front-facing”

Auto-Fix Fast car seatLiving Carrycot

Living stroller “parent-facing”

Reversible seat can be used in either 
parent-facing or front-facing mode.

Code. 00 079122 430 930  ROMANTIC

Clik Clak
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The carrycot converts the stroller into a pram, 
from birth to 6 months. The carrycot has a 2 
position rigid carrying handle and a single button 
to release it from the stroller chassis, making use 
easy and safe. 

Featuring a soft mattress, reclining backrest that 
is adjustable from the outside to avoid disturbing 

a sleeping baby and a hood with silent folding 
mechanism and fold out sun visor.

The carrycot is approved for use in the car when 
used with the Trio Car Kit accessory (page 13). 
Carrycot raincover is available separately as an 
accessory.

Living carrycot
Wellbeing and comfort from day one.

Canopy with sunvisor and  
mesh window

Rigid handle makes the carrycot 
easier to transport

89 cm  

65
 cm

  

45 cm  4.9 kg

Clik Clak system for fitting or removing the carrycot from chassis quickly and safely

Practical and stylish  
matching bag with  

travel changing mat

Trio Car Kit.  
To use the carrycot  

travelling by car.

Summer/winter cover with stylish 
embroidery and mesh insert to 
guarantee air circulation

Comfort System  
for adjusting the  

carrycot backrest

PAGE 13

NEW
BO

RN

ON BOARD?

Clik Clak
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Clik Clak

The Auto-Fix Fast car seat is the ultimate in terms  
of comfort, practicality and safety. It’s tested to  
ECE R44/04 Standards to carry infants from birth 
until they weigh 13 kgs.

The exclusive Clik Clak system allows you to simply 
click the seat onto the stroller or car base with just 
one hand; it is the safest and most practical system 
you could have wished for.

It can be used in the car with or without the base, 
which guarantees maximum ease of use. An Isofix 
fitting car seat base is also available as a separate 
accessory, see page 87.

The booster pillow insert for smaller babies has been 
clinically tested. Its particular shape is the result of 
research made to provide the best possible nest for  
a baby’s head, preventing for instance “Flat-head 
Syndrome”, which can occur when they lie on hard, 
flat surfaces for any length of time.

It comes with shoulder strap and buckle pads. 
Easy to use one-pull harness adjustment, 3 height 
positions for the shoulder straps and an adjustable 
sun canopy

Auto-Fix Fast car seat
Secure and comfortable in the car.

New clinically tested booster 
pillow to keep your baby’s head 

snug and well-protected

The base remains fixed into the car  
while the child seat can be fitted  

or removed easily.

44 cm  
con base
6.5 kg  

61
 cm

  

67 cm  
senza base

4.3 kg  

Auto-Fix Fast is also approved  
for use without the base

Clik Clak system allows safe and easy fitting of the child car seat

Shaped handle to guarantee  
easy firm grip on the seat when  
carrying it by hand
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Important research on developing infants has 
proved how important it is during the first months 
to establish a constant relationship between 
mother – or father – and baby. The Living stroller 
has a reversible seat to satisfy this psychological 
need and enhance the well being of baby.

The backrest has 4 postions and can be reclined 
flat to let baby sleep undisturbed. The spacious 
seat is really comfortable and the double padding 
gently embraces your baby. It is made from 
top quality breathable technical fabrics. It also 
comes with a full-cover hood to protect the baby 
whatever the weather.

Living Stroller - “Parent-Facing”
The best configuration for the cognitive development and serenity of baby

Stroller handles can be joined easily with the unique handle section  
allowing you to choose how to manoeuvre the stroller

Simply press the button on the back to 
detach the seat unit in one simple move

93 cm  41/46 cm  

96
 cm

  

55 cm  10.7 kg  

Parent facing position

Soft and gentle technical fabrics  
have been used to make the safety  
harness padding

Compact and freestanding 
 in either parent-facing  

or front facing mode

10
5 

cm
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As the child becomes more curious about its 
surroundings the seat can be turned round quickly 
and easily, allowing use as a “traditional” stroller.

Its features include 4 position backrest, adjustable 
legrest, removable bumper bar and cable operated 
brakes with simple stop or go pedals.

The Chassis is light and easy to close. The multi-
position twist handles fold for storage making it 
particularly compact.

It comes with matching leg cover, changing bag, 
summer/winter hood, raincover and shopping 
basket.

Living Stroller - “Front-Facing”
The world is an amazing ongoing experience for babies who ride in a Living stroller

The seat can be adapted as baby grows.  
The booster cushion can be removed to give baby more room

The backrest can be reclined  
to 4 postions

4 wheels, the front wheels swivel to 
make it easier around town

Matching leg cover and rain cover included

Hood coverts to sun canopy. Rear section folds away neatly

Double twist handles adjustable to  
8 postions
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Code. 04 079122 720 930 ANDROMEDA

Code. 04 079122 680 930 TECNA 

Code. 04 079122 870 930 VEGA 
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0m+
The kit allows you to convert the carrycot supplied 
with the Trio Travel Systems into a Group 0 approved, 
car carrycot, from birth up to 10kgs of weight.

From birth it’s important that the child spends as 
long as possible in the horizontal position.  
Only Trio Travel System carrycots have been 
designed to use the car kit fastening system.

The kit includes an abdominal belt for child restraint 
and two buckles for fastening the carrycot to the 
car’s safety belts.

 Code. 06 069603 000 000

For “Top Class” travel

Carrycot fits on back seat 
using 3 point car seat belts

Safety belt for baby

TRIO CAR KIT

Trio Car Kit has 2 buckles to fit the carrycot  
with the cars seat belts and a large lap belt  
to secure baby
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0m+
A travel system, that develops with the child from birth to 3 years 
of age.  It uses the “Clik Clak” fixing system, which means the 
stroller can be fitted with either carrycot or Synthesis car seat 
easily and safely.

Using the carrycot, the stroller becomes a pram, from birth to  
6 months. Featuring a soft mattress, reclining backrest adjustable 
from the outside to avoid disturbing baby and hood with silent 
folding mechanism. Available as accessories are the Trio Car Kit 
69603 and Carrycot rain cover 61614.

The Enjoy stroller is suitable from birth, its features include linked 
rear brakes, lightweight aluminium chassis and front swivel 
wheels. The multi position handles twist through 360º.  

Baby’s comfort is enhanced with an adjustable leg rest,  
4 position reclining backrest and rain cover.

It comes with matching legcover and changing bag.  
The seat unit is removable when chassis is used with  
carrycot or car seat.

The group 0+ Synthesis Car Seat allows baby to be lifted  
out of the car in the seat and placed on the stroller without  
being disturbed. Seat has high levels of side impact protection 
around the head and shoulders. It features an easy to use one  
pull harness and an adjustable sun canopy.

A practical and dynamic 3 in 1 system  
with a wave of enjoyment
TRIO ENJOY FUN

Synthesis

4 Stars  from  
European Car Seat  
Tests in Group 0+  

(0-13 kgs) Category

91.5 cm  35.5 cm  

10
9c

m
  

10
5 

cm
  

53.5 cm  7.5 kg  

Code. 04 079141 130 930 SAPPHIRE Code. 04 079141 160 930 JADE
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Hood, carrycot apron and bumper  
bar feature a ring to attach suitable 

baby toy. (not included).

Closed Stroller is compact 
and weighs just 7.5kgs

Summer/Winter hood Matching bag includedMatching leg cover and raincover included

3.2 kg  45 cm  

56
 cm

  

67 cm  4.1 kg  46 cm  

65
 cm

  

82 cm  

Carrycot apron and hood are both reversible Exclusive Clik Clak systems allows you to fit the carrycot and car seat to the 
Stroller easily and quickly

Spacious seat for baby 
provides extra comfort

Clik Clak
PAGE 13

NEW
BO

RN

ON BOARD?
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0m+
The elliptical aluminium chassis tubes make this a 
contemporary and stylish stroller. Suitable from birth, it comes 
complete with a matching fleece foot muff that can be zipped 
apart and used as an extra seat pad. 

The comfortable seat features a headhugger pillow that is 
removable as baby grows, a 5-point harness, 5 position single 
handed reclining backrest and an adjustable leg rest. 

The large wheels, with lockable swivel front wheels, and all 
round suspension, make manoeuvring simple. The ergonomic 
handles are foam covered for comfort. It has a large shopping 
basket, cup or bottle holder and raincover as standard. 

The detachable folding hood features a viewing window for 
keeping an eye on baby and the rear section can be removed for 
added ventilation during the summer months.

85 cm  36 cm  

11
0c

m
  

10
5 

cm
  

54 cm  9 kg  
Comfortable and safe anywhere!
MULTIWAY STROLLER

Includes Raincover and Head Hugger
Single Handed Reclining Backrest

Compact Umbrella Fold System
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Code. 04 060945 150 930 AMETHYST Code. 04 060945 050 930 MOONSTONE

Code. 04 060945 130 930 SAPPHIRE
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0m+
SIMPLICITY STROLLER
Practical for life in the city.

77 cm  28 cm

82
 cm

  

85
/1

06
 cm

  

50 cm  6.8 kg

The new SimpliCity stroller is stylish, light, 
comfortable and versatile. This is why it’s the  
ideal stroller for busy urban life, shopping or 
travelling, without problems. 

Suitable from birth, the comfortable seat fully 
reclines and features a 5 point safety harness 
equipped with shoulder and crotch strap pads. 

The light aluminium frame, one-piece height 
adjustable handle and lockable front swivel wheels 
make the stroller very agile. The included folding 
hood, rain cover and matching leg cover protect 

baby from the weather. The large shopping basket is 
easily accessible and a handle mounted removable 
bag is ideal for storing baby accessories close at 
hand while out and about. Simple to open and close. 
Once closed it’s very compact and freestanding with 
a useful carry handle on the side.

The SimpliCity can be turned in to a useful travel 
system with the addition of the Chicco Key Fit group 
0+ child car seat, available separately, see page 74. 
The car seat clips simply and easily into the stroller 
seat locking securely.

Very compact and freestanding  
when closed

Simple single  
handed opening

Stylish and neat shape

Large and  
easily accessible basket

Chicco Key Fit car seat is easy to attach and remove
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Code. 04 079138 120 930 KLABBER

5 point harness  
with comfort pads

Handy matching  
accessory bag included

Raincover  
included

Matching  
leg cover

Code. 04 079138 080 930 SYRIA
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This contemporary and stylish stroller is suitable from 
birth to 15kgs max / 3 years. Light and compact when 
folded.The comfortable padded seat and backrest can be 
fully reclined with one hand and has 5 positions.

It comes with a matching fleece foot muff featuring 
“soft cot” style hood and pockets for extra warmth and 
protection. It can be zipped apart to form a leg cover. 
Comfort is further enhanced with an adjustable leg rest, 
detachable folding hood and rain cover.

The innovative shopping basket can be used under the 
seat or off the stroller as a shoulder bag. Handles with 
soft non-slip handgrips and the lockable front swivel 
wheels make manoeuvring easy.

Comfort and protection for all seasons
LITE WAY STROLLER0m+

The rigid, padded backrest is easy 
to recline with one hand

Compact and light

87.5 cm  

10
5 

cm
  

10
3 

cm
  

46.5 cm  7 kg  

Code. 04 060888 160 930 JADECode. 04 060888 330 930 GLAMOUR
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Code. 04 060888 110 930 GARNET Code. 04 060888 150 930 AMETHYST Code. 06 060888 950 930 BLACK

AVAILABLE
APRIL 2011

Matching fleece footmuff  
with padded hood and  
double pocket

The backrest can be  
reclined to 5 positions

The hood can become 
a sunshade for the 
summer

Includes raincover Large and practical basket,  
can be used as a basket  
or rucksack
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Code. 07 079302 520 930 GLAM

Luxury detailling and finish 

5-point saftey harness detail

Comfortable matching hand grip

0m+
87.5 cm  31 cm  

10
5c

m
  

10
3 

cm
  

46.5 cm  
Special in every way!
LITE WAY GLAM STROLLER

The new Glam is a special edition of the award winning  
Lite Way stroller.

Suitable from birth, it has all the great features of the 
standard range Lite Way, but with a luxury faux leather  
fabric finish. The top of the range look is enhanced by  
the embrioderd detailling on the seat and accessories.

It features a removable padded bumper and fleece lined 
footmuff both in matching fabrics. The footmuff can be 
zipped apart to create a comfortable seat pad or warm  
leg cover.

The safety harness is finished with a coordinating design  
and has shoulder strap and buckle pads to match the seat.  
To make the glam even more special it comes with an 
exclusive purse, in the same faux leather fabric, both  
practical and stylish

Exclusive matching purse included
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0m+
The Chicco Echo is a stroller designed to meet 
the demands of dynamic mums searching for a 
modern stylish product, with attractive colours, 
practical and user-friendly for everyday use when 
out and about with their baby. Attention has been 
paid to every single detail, from the embroidered 
seat, to the look of the wheels customised with the 
Echo logo.

Suitable from birth to 15kgs the seat is spacious 
and the padded backrest can be adjusted with 
one hand to four different positions. The backrest 
can be reclined flat and the leg rest is adjustable 
to ensure maximum comfort. The 5 point safety 
harness features shoulder strap pads. 

The stroller has soft covered handles and for ease 
of manoeuvring lockable front swivel wheels. 
It’s easy to open and close, once closed the 
lightweight frame folds down to a compact size 
and has a carry handle making transport easy. It 
comes complete with foldable summer / winter 
hood, raincover and shopping basket. 

82 cm  31 cm  

10
5c

m
  

10
8 

cm
  

47 cm  7.7 kg  
Modern, stylish and practical!
ECHO STROLLER

Single handed seat adjustment

Ultra compact  
umbrella fold

Code. 04 079310 160 930 JADE
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Practical carry handle

Handles in “soft touch” material

Wheels detailed with logoCode. 04 079310 110 930 GARNET Code. 04 079310 050 930 MOONSTONE

Raincover included Backrest fully reclines (0m+)
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6m+

The new Chicco Together is the ideal stroller for 
twins or siblings of a similar in age.

The rear seat fully reclines and is suitable from 
birth; the front seat has two positions and is 
suitable from 6 months of age. The seats are 
spacious and comfy, they both have a bumper bar 
and foot rest. For extra comfort the 5 point safety 
harness has padded shoulder straps. 

The large wheels, with lockable swivel front 
wheels, make manoeuvring simple. The ergonomic 
handle is adjustable and foam covered for pusher 
comfort. The handle also features a handy storage 
tray with 2 bottle holder spaces. 

As standard the stroller includes 2 folding hoods, 
a spacious shopping basket, 2 matching leg covers 
and an all-over rain cover.

The stylish aluminium frame is compact and 
freestanding when folded. 

The seat units have been designed with an 
innovative integral anchor device to allow the 
secure and simple fitting of the Chicco Key Fit 
group 0+ child car seat, available separately, see 
page 74. This creates a practical travel system 
providing maximum versatility for the front seat or 
rear seat, or infact both as 2 car seats can be fitted 
at the same time, making it perfect for twins.

An extra place . . . an extra smile !
TOGETHER STROLLER

117 cm  52 cm

11
2 

cm
  

10
2 

cm
  

59 cm  14.7 kg  

2 Matching leg covers included

All-over raincover 

The car seats can be attached  
or removed easily 

2 Key Fit Gr. 0+ car seats can be attached  
at the same time

Key Fit System providing 
maximum versatility 

Compact and freestanding
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Handy storage tray  
with 2 bottle holder spaces 

Dynamic and stylish 
aluminium frame

Code. 04 079307 080 930 SYRIA
27



0m+

The twin stroller has a practical width for everyday 
use and is easy to manoeuvre like a traditional 
stroller. Suitable from birth to 15kg, approximately 
3 years of age, it combines comfort and style.  

The twin includes a raincover and shopping 
baskets.

The twin has individual adjusting back rests and leg 
rests, as well as folding hoods. The comfortable, 
wide seats have fully adjustable 5 point safety 
harness. 

CT0.5 TWIN STROLLER
Strolling with twins

Includes raincover

Easy to close and compact

Code. 04 061716 110 930 GARNET

82 cm  38 cm  

10
5 

cm
  

10
8 

cm
  

13.4 kg  78 cm  
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0m+
A practical lightweight stroller suitable from birth up 
to 15kg. It comes complete with a hood, rain cover and 
large shopping basket.

It features a 5 position reclining backrest, adjustable 
leg rest and 5-point harness. The stroller has ergonomic 

soft covered handles for parents comfort and for the 
child, a full length fleece lined foot muff.

The lockable front swivel wheels and all round 
suspension make manoeuvring easy. It is easy to open 
and close. Once closed it folds down to a compact size.

WINTER LONDON STROLLER
Simple, Classic comfort

Large shopping basket

86 cm  35 cm  

10
6 

cm
  

10
2 

cm
  

8 kg  47 cm  

Code. 04 069580 130 930 SAPPHIRE Code. 04 069580 050 930 MOONSTONE
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6m+

The CT0.6 is suitable from 6 months up to a maximum of 
15kg, approximately 3 years of age. The styling draws its 
inspiration from top range Chicco strollers, echoed by its 
quality features. 

The spacious seat has an easy to use 2 position backrest 
and a folding hood. It has a lightweight aluminium frame, 
and the lockable front swivel wheels along with all round 
suspension, make it easy to manoeuvre.

It comes with a practical storage carry bag, the bags  
strap can also be fitted directly onto the strollers frame. 
Also included are a rain cover and shopping basket.

The stroller can be opened and closed with ease, and  
when folded takes up the minimum of space making it 
simple to travel with.

CT0.6 STROLLER
Light to carry, ideal for travelling

CT0.6 carry bag

80 cm  21 cm  

11
2 

cm
  

10
8 

cm
  

5.5 kg  47 cm  

Swivel wheels with auto lock

Raincover included

Code. 04 064208 110 930 GARNET
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Swivel wheels with auto lock

Code. 04 064208 160 930 JADE

Code. 04 064208 990 930 JASPER

Code. 06 064208 950 930 BLACK

AVAILABLE
APRIL 2011
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Developed together with international ergonomic experts, 
the carrier offers great comfort and safety for baby, and at 
the same time maximum comfort for the parent.

The parent harness is designed to alleviate strain on  
the wearers back, especially for the lumbar region.  
The harness design aids air circulation and breathability, 
reducing perspiration.

With 2 carrying positions, facing inward from birth and 
facing out from 4 months up to a maximum child weight 
of 11kgs.

The carrier is well padded with adjustable seat height.  
It can be adjusted whilst being worn, simply and easily,  
to get correct support for mother and baby.

0m+ 18 cm  

42
 cm

  

39 cm 0.9 kg  

D
E

V
E
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Code. 06 064698 950 000 BLACK

Opens out for ease of use

Developed and approved by certified 
ergonomists for both mum’s and baby’s 
well-being

Ergonomic armholes for baby:  
correct posture and safe  
transport ensured

Practical and safe lock buckle 
attaching the baby carrier to  
the parent harness

Facing inwards
from birth

Ergonomic harness

Facing out after 
4 months

YOU & ME BABY CARRIER
Babycare with comfort, innovation and design
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The baby carrier has a comfort mattress insert, ideal in the 
first months of baby’s life, it can be removed as baby grows to 
offer more space. The mattress has one side in warm fleece for 
the winter, and one in breathable fabric for the summer.

There are 3 carrying positions, lying, facing inward from birth 
and facing out from 4 months to 9kgs.

For extra protection in the lying position, carrier features a 
hood section, which can be removed.

Carrier has padded and adjustable straps which can be altered 
on each side whilst being worn, simply and easily to give 
correct support for mother and baby.

SOFT & DREAM BABY CARRIER
Your baby is closer to you, your hands are free0m+

Lying position 
ideal for the first months

Facing out  
after 4 months

Facing inward

Code. 04 071569 120 000 KLABBER

15 cm  

42
/4

7 
cm

  

30 cm  0.5 kg  
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Facing out  
from 4 months

Facing mummy from 
birth

Cuddle pocket
Code. 06 067590 950 000 BLACK

Code. 05 067590 970 000 FUEGO

0m+ 15 cm  

40
 cm

  

30 cm  0.4 kg  

A comfortable carrier for baby and practical for 
parents. The baby carrier is well padded and finished 
in breathable fabrics, it also comes with a removable 
dribble bib to protect parents clothes. It has 2 carrying 
positions, facing inward from birth and facing out from 
4 months up to a maximum of 9kgs. 

The carrier front design has an extra fabric section to 
create a “pocket” which allows reassuring mother-baby 
contact. Both carrier and harness are fully adjustable 
to get the best fit for baby and parent.

GO BABY CARRIER
Cuddles and snuggles on the go
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Code. 07 069503 780 930 RACE

This lightweight folding back carrier makes getting out 
and about, whatever the weather, easy. Designed to offer 
maximum carrying comfort for both parent and child.

The special structure of the backrest is deeply padded to 
allow the weight of a child to be evenly distributed and give 
excellent ventilation for the parents back. The lightweight 
frame structure is in aluminium, and has adjustable, padded 

waist harness and shoulder straps, folding sun hood and 
zip-off rain cover. Baby is held safely in place with a 5-point 
harness and the seat is also height adjustable.

Extra features include a large removable pouch, which can 
be used as a belt bag, and a mobile phone or glasses pocket 
situated on the shoulder strap.

6m+ Discovering nature on Daddy’s shoulders
CADDY BACKPACK

46 cm  19 cm  

83
 c

m
  

41 cm  3 kg  

76
 c

m
  

Practical belt bag included

Removable  
mobile phone or  
glasses pocket

Padded shoulder straps 
and lap safety belt
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I-FEEL ROCKER

I-feel is the brand new rocker where style, design 
and practicality combine to accompany babies from 
birth up to 9kgs or until the child can sit up unaided. 
The frame and toy bar are made from high quality 
contemporary materials, including wood, with rounded 
ultra –modern forms.

The toy bar introduces a multi-sensorial experience: 
the play panel has different tunes, nature sounds and 
new age melodies, plus different relaxing shades of 
coloured lights. It features an Mp3 connection to allow 
baby’s playlist of favourite tunes to be used. The player 
is stored away neatly and safely in a special pocket on 
the side of the seat. The colour coordinated bird shaped 
soft toy is attached to the bar and activates sounds 

when pulled. The wooden toy bar rotates so its easy 
to access the seat and the toy is always in the right 
position for baby.

The seat and booster cushion are made from special 
ultra-soft fabric which protects babies safely and 
snugly as they grow. The seat reclines to three different 
positions with an easy, user-friendly single-handed 
adjustment system. A simple mechanism at the rear 
of the seat allows you to switch between a fixed or 
rocking seat as needed.

0m+
84 cm  

36
/5

1.5
 cm

  

47 cm  3.9 kg  

Stylish and interactive, baby’s very own first  
oasis of wellness.

Design enters the world of children.  
Because a passion for design begins  
at a very early age!

Mp3 connection and player  
pocket (player not included)  

to entertain baby with  
his favourite music

Colour therapy, just like  
a real oasis of wellness

The toy bar introduces  
babies to their first  

multi-sensorial experiences
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The booster cushion snugly embraces  
newborns to guarantee maximum comfort

3-position reclining backrest It folds away neatly and is easy to carry around

Innovative single-handed 
reclining system

The wooden toy bar rotates so that  
it is always in the right position

The booster cushion can be 
removed as baby grows

The soft toy, shaped like a bird, activiates 
the toy bar when pulled

Ideal for developing musical awareness  
and manual co-ordination skills
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Code. 07 079011 480 930 BROWN

Code. 06 079011 510 930 GREEN
Code. 04 079011 700 930 RED
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The new Chicco Mia is a comfy and fun rocking cradle 
where baby can relax and have fun in complete 
comfort and safety. 

Suitable from birth up to 9kgs or until the child can 
sit up unaided. The booster cushion is ergonomic and 
ultra-soft; it is modular and can be adapted to ensure 
comfort as baby grows. The 3 hanging soft toys are 
designed for baby’s first experience with toys and to 
stimulate his tactile, visual and hearing skills. 

The multi-position backrest is adjustable to different 
positions so baby can relax, play or feed in the chair. 
It also has an adjustable leg rest, fabric carry handles, 
and can be used as either a fixed position or rocker 
chair, using the single action control at the rear.  
The rocker folds completely flat for storage or travel.

Relaxation and entertainment just as I like it!
CHICCO MIA ROCKER0m+

78 cm  

32
/6

2 
cm

  

43 cm  3 kg  

Multi-position adjustable backrest to switch 
from rest-mode to play-mode in seconds

Practical straps so you can carry it around

Removable and washable cover

Easily removable toy bar to give you  
extra room when placing your baby inside

Chicco

Ideal for developing visual  
and coordination skills
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Fixed or rocking mode

Soft padded crotch strap

Magic relaxing moments 
with Mrs Owl, the 
squirrel and the moon

Adjustable ultra-soft booster 
cushion that snugly holds and 
embraces baby

Headrest cushion is adjustable  
to 3 positions

The headrest and booster 
cushions can be removed  
as baby grows

The soft toys stimulate baby’s 
tactile, visual and hearing skills

The toys are matched to the 
colour themes of the rocker 

The toys can be removed  
and provide a range of  
sound activities, …rattle, 
squeaker, crinkle 
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Code. 04 079097 360 930 MAGIA

Code. 04 079097 380 930 MR. OWL       Code. 04 079097 390 930 MRS. OWL     

Code. 04 079097 470 930 DINOFOOD   

With circus characters: 
clown, lion and elephant

With woodland 
characters: Mr. Owl, 
squirrel and moon

With woodland 
characters: Mrs. Owl, 

squirrel and moon

With prehistoric 
characters:  

3 cute dinosaurs
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To entertain and relax with sounds, lights  
and baby’s own favourite tunes!!

CHICCO SEA SOUND ROCKER0m+
78 cm  

32
/6

2 
cm

  

43 cm  4.1 kg  

The new Chicco Sea Sound is the ideal place for 
your baby to relax and have fun. A top of the 
range chair suitable from birth up to 9kgs or until 
the child can sit up unaided. Featuring a soft 
comfortable seat with insert pillow, that can be 
easily adjusted to 3 different hieghts or removed to 
give more space for the growing baby.  

The electronic sea themed toy bar has fun melodies, 
accompanied by flashing lights. Designed to 
entertain and develop baby’s manual co-ordination 
skills at the same time. The chair also has an  
Mp3 connection so you can select and add baby’s 

favourite tunes to the music already on the the toy 
bar. The toy bar is removable to make it easier to 
place in or remove baby from the chair.

The chair also features relaxing vibration ideal for 
soothing baby. Using the single action control at 
the rear, the chair can be used either in a fixed or 
rocker position. The adjustable leg rest and multi-
position backrest means that your baby can relax, 
play or feed in the chair. Practical carry handles 
are provided to make moving from one room to 
another easy. Its also comes with a soft fleece 
blanket for extra comfort at naptime.

Electronic seaside theme toy  
with lights and sounds 

Mp3 connection and pocket for the  
player (not included) to entetian baby  

with his favourite tunes

Develops musical and manual  
co-ordination skills

Chicco

Soft warm fleece blanket included

Code. 04 079086 670 930 LILACCode. 06 079086 800 930 BLUE
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Here I am in seventh heaven!
POLLY SWING0m+

57 cm  

63
/7

1 c
m

  

55 cm  6.1 kg  

A rocking chair suitable from birth up to 9kgs or until the child 
can sit up unaided, ideal for use indoors or outdoors. It has a 
four speed motorised rocking movement.

The seat can be adapted as the baby grows: the soft reducer 
in special breathable fabric holds the newborn baby snug and 
safe. It can be removed to give the growing baby more room. 
The removable electronic console has melodies, relaxing 

nature sounds and even a heartbeat, which reminds the baby 
of its prenatal life; it also has coloured lights to relax the baby 
and volume control. 

The sun canopy can be adjusted to protect the baby when used 
outdoors, it’s also removable. Three cute soft toys attached 
inside the canopy stimulate baby’s visual and tactile skills.  
The swing folds easily for storage and is free standing.

Adjustable or removeable  
sun canopy

4 speed motorised  
rocking movement

Ideal for developing visual skills  
and co-ordination

Code. 04 067691 340 930 BIRDLAND

3 removable fun toys

Ultra padded breathable  
fabric reducer
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A new Chicco swing suitable from birth to 9kgs 
in weight or until baby can sit up unaided. The 
structure has been designed to allow them to play 
and relax in a raised position, both indoors and out. 

The four-speed motorised rocking motion swing 
has a remote control handset so parents can 
control the rocking motion from a distance and 
also start the tunes and nature sounds; it even has 
a heartbeat sound option which reminds babies of 
their prenatal time.

The special ergonomic shaped booster cushion 
with an integrated wedge ensures newborns are 
lying in the correct position; it also has a double 

layer of padding to provide a snug fit for the head. 
The cushion can be adjusted to two different 
heights to adapt to a baby’s growth, and the 
booster can be removed completely when more 
room is needed.

The seat includes a removable tray with an 
integrated rigid crotch bar for added safety, 
complementing the 5 point harness. The seat  
is also equipped with vibration unit for an  
additional soothing effect. It comes with a 
practical adjustable sun canopy that features  
three removable hanging toys. 

0m+ POLLY SWING UP

Vibration unit to gently soothe baby 

Remote control to activate  
the rocking motion,  

music and sound effects

The hanging toys  
stimulate baby’s tactile,  
visual and hearing skills

My privileged point of view. 89 cm  

93
 cm

  

67 cm  8 kg  

Ideal for developing audio  
and manual coordination skills

Four-speed motorised rocking movement 

Practical easy to  
remove tray 
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Ultra snug-fitting booster cushion: 
it forms a nest for newborns keeping 
them in the correct position

Ultra-compact when closed 
making it easy to carry when  
out and about

Code. 00 079110 800 930 SEA DREAMS Code. 04 079110 090 930 FLOWER POWER

2 position reclining backrest
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The ideal place for children to play and relax from when they are 
just a few months old. 

The well-padded square structure opens or folds away easily. 
The fine mesh sides allow good ventilation and one side can be 
zipped open for easy access. It comes with a wonderfully soft 
mat, with a marine pattern, which can also be used outside the 
playpen when your child starts to move around the house.

The mat is full of bright colours and has a series of manual 
activities: The different materials and sound activities are an 
important way of encouraging children to develop their senses.

The playmat is ideal for 
stimulating your baby’s 
visual and tactile skills

The sides are made of netting 
and one side can be opened

Code. 04 061689 170 930 FRIENDS

Comes with a practical carry bag.
When closed it requires very little space

Fun soft toys can be hung on the play 
pen sides or detached to be played 

with wherever baby wants

It’s just like being in the country.
OPEN COUNTRY PLAY PEN 76

 cm
  

94 cm  11 kg  

87
 cm

  

94 cm  25 cm  
0m+
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Sleep well little flower!
SPRING TRAVEL BED

124 cm  

79
 cm

  

64 cm  11.5 kg  

79
 cm

  

26 cm  
0m+

The Spring Travel Bed is practical, light and safe. It features  
a simple, easy to use opening and closing system.

It also has a double action safety lock that prevents 
accidental closing. This spacious cot comes supplied with a 
removable padded mattress and fine-mesh panels guarantee 
good ventilation and visibility, allowing parents to keep an 
eye on baby.

The two long sides can be opened for easier access or to allow 
you to prepare the cot more easily. Compact when folded, 
it can be transported in the storage bag included. Its comes 
complete with a fun matching pyjama case that clips to the 
end of the bed or can be used as a backpack by the child.

Code. 05 079005 170 930 PINK

Code. 06 079005 800 930 BLUE

Removable pyjama case in the 
shape of a ladybird or flower can 
also be used as a backpack
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Your child is safer, you have peace of mind!
NIGHTLIGHT SAFETY GATE6m+

Although parents pay careful attention, the home often 
presents many dangers for their little “explorer”. The 
Nightlight Safety Gate is suitable for both staircases and 
doorways, with a width of between 75 and 82 cm. 

The surface has no handholds or footholds that the 
child can use for climbing. The safety gate can be fitted 
without tools. It has an autoclose feature, the gate closes 

automatically when released, so avoiding the risk of being 
accidentally left open.

An additional feature is the luminescent “glow in the dark” 
locking buttons that help with using the gate at night.

The gate can be fitted with extensions to fit openings up to 
a maximum of 118cm.

Code. 06 061379 000 000 WHITE

Extensions available separately

7.2 cm – Code. 06 061591 000 000

14.4 cm – Code. 06 061592 000 000

36 cm – Code. 06 061593 000 000
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The Polly Magic highchair is ideal for newborn babies at 
home, and due to its adaptability, right through until they 
are around 3 years old.

For babies from 0 to 6 months it can be used as a 
newborn chair: the reducer cushion makes sure the baby is 
comfortable and safe. The colourful, fun toy is perfect to 
entertain and stimulate baby.

Compared to traditional newborn chairs, the seat can be 
adjusted to six different heights; this means that both 

mother and baby can find the right position for everything 
they do during the day. It allows the baby to never lose 
sight of its mother, and vice versa.

For babies from 6 to 12 months of age, it can be turned 
into a highchair to help during weaning.

For toddlers from 1 to 3 years of age, it becomes a normal 
chair, so that they can sit at the table with the family, in 
total safety and comfort.

0m+ Have you ever seen a highchair for newborns?
POLLY MAGIC

0m+
Newborn chair: for use from day one

12m+
Chair: ideal for sitting at the table with the family

6m+
Highchair: to start weaning in total comfort

85 cm  27 cm  

10
0 

cm
  

10
4.

5 
cm

  

12.5 kg  

Code. 04 061691 090 930
FLOWER POWER
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When closed it is  
ultra-compact and  

can be tidily strored

The tray cover is easy to 
remove and perfect for 
bringing food to baby

Entertaining toy can be 
easily adjusted

Reducer cushion holds  
the child as if it were  
a comfy nest

Includes large and 
practical storage basket

The toy grows with the 
baby. The soft ring is ideal 
for relief during teething

6m+ Highchair

12m+ Chair

0m+ Newborn Chair

Backrest reclines to  
3 positions. Seat unit  
has 6 heights
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Cow toy

Code. 00 061691 700 930
BABY SKETCHING

POLLY MAGIC
Colour: OMBRA

AVAILABLE
APRIL 2011
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6m+ I-SIT HIGHCHAIR

I-SIT is not just a stylish and modern highchair,  
but a brand new way for babies to sit, play, eat, 
dream, grow, be both a kid and a grown-up, but 
above all, be happy! Suitable from 6 months to  
3 years and over!

When baby is 6 months old, it is a safe and comfy 
highchair for the first meals.

From 1 to 3 years of age, it can be used as a chair so 
baby can sit at the table with the rest of the family. 

From 3 years onwards, it can be turned into a proper 
chair which can be used in the kitchen, dining room 
and even at a desk in the bedroom.

The sleek streamlined frame in aluminium features 
an innovative seat material, and the  design fits easily 
with many different styles of home furnishings.  
The seat is simple and easy to transform as baby 
grows. The seat also has 4 heights, 5-point padded 
safety harness and an adjustable footrest.

It’s more fun growing up together!
63.5 cm  

95
.5

 cm
  

53 cm  11.5 kg  

12m+
A seat to join all the family at the table

6m+
For baby’s first meals

Aluminium frame and 
innovative seat material

Maximum protection thanks 
to the rigid crotch strap and 
5–point safety harness
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12m+
A seat to join all the family at the table

Design enters the world of children. 
A passion for design begins at a very early age!

3+
A real chair suitable  
for every table

Functional design and 
smooth lines

Comfortable highchair to enjoy the first meals, with a wide and easily removable tray

Functional highchair to share meal times with all the family. Includes an adjustable footrest

Adjustable in height, it becomes a real chair, suitable for children and adults too 57



Code. 04 079075 700 930
RED

Code. 07 079075 480 930
BROWN

Code. 06 079075 510 930
GREEN
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25.5 cm  

92
 cm

  

10
4 

cm
  

63.5 cm  10 kg  

This award winning highchair is suitable for children 
from 6 months to 3 years. The large seat has 2 phases, it 
features an outer padded jacket which offers comfort to 
younger children, then as their growth demands, this can 
be removed to leave the second phase seat cushion, no less 
comfortable, but giving more space. 

7 seat heights means it can be used as a low chair and will 
adjust to fit most types of table easily. The seat back has  
3 recline positions and the leg rest is adjustable for height 
and angle. The wide 3-position activity tray features a 
colour co-ordinating removable food tray.

A handy parent tray attached to the side of the rear leg 
compliments the activity tray. Once closed the chair is 
compact and the frame legs can be split in half to reduce 
its closed size even further making it easy to store or travel 
with.

Growing up is what baby likes most!
POLLY 2 IN 1 HIGHCHAIR

Adjustable height Adjustable footrest for 
height and angle

Removable tray

82 cm  

6m+

Compact when closed

Code. 04 064837 470 930
DINOFOOD
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Code. 04 064837 300 930 
SAVANNAH

Code. 04 064837 360 930 
MAGIA

Code. 04 064837 380 930 
MR. OWL

Code. 04 064837 390 930 
MRS. OWL
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16 cm  

99
 cm

  

10
2 

cm
  

58 cm  5.7 kg  
Streamline design and bright colours for trendy meals!
JAZZY HIGHCHAIR

88 cm  

6m+
This highchair is the perfect choice for parents looking 
for a practical, lightweight and multi-functional product 
which also has a contemporary design that fits in very well 
with the modern look of their homes.

Suitable for children from 6 months to a maximum weight 
of 15kgs, approximately 3 years of age. The spacious and 
soft seat has a fixed height, but the backrest reclines easily 

to 3 positions. The large tray has 3 positions or can be 
completely removed. The seat has a 5 point safety harness 
and the seat cushion is simple to remove for cleaning. 

Ultra-compact and very light (weighing just 5.7 kg) 
the frame opens and closes easily. Once closed it is 
freestanding.Its lightweight also makes it easy to move 
and when stored away it takes up minimum of space.

Easy to close 
and compact

Large  
removable trayCode. 04 079024 700 930 RED
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Code. 06 079024 510 930 GREEN

3-position reclining backrest
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40 cm  

92
 cm

  

10
1 c

m
  

58 cm  6.3 kg  
Practical simplicity!
HAPPY SNACK HIGHCHAIR

82 cm  

6m+
This spacious, well-padded seat, has a fixed height, but the 
reclining backrest has 3 positions. It’s suitable for children 
from 6 months to 3 years.

The large tray has 4 positions and the seat features a rigid 
crotch strap and 5-point safety harness. The seat cushion is 
removable for cleaning. A large storage basket is provided 
to keep important items close to hand.

Simple to open and close, once open the wide frame  
makes it particularly stable.

Folded the chair is freestanding and takes up a minimum  
of space. Its lightweight makes it easy to move and the 
frame legs can be split in half to reduce its closed size  
even further.

Reclining backrest Compact when closed

Code. 05 063688 260 930 SEVENTY
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This handy table seat lets young children eat at the table 
with you. Suitable from 6 months of age, up to a maximum 
weight of 15kg, approximately 3 years of age.

When folded the compact structure can be stored or carried 
in the fabric bag supplied, making it useful for dining out 
when travelling. 

It has a universal fastening system, which allows it to be 
attached to tables quickly and safely.

It features an extra padded seat and a high backrest for 
added comfort. The anti-slip shapes ensure maximum grip 
to the surface of the table. The seat has an adjustable waist 
safety strap.

Practical indoors and outdoors
QUICK ADJUST TABLE SEAT

Complete with handy bag 
for travel

Rounded backrest design  
to ensure maximum support 

for the child’s back

Anti-slip penguin shapes ensure maximum 
grip to the surface of the table

64 cm  

27
 cm

  

40 cm  3 kg  6m+

Code. 04 061699 360 930 
MAGIA

Code. 04 061699 300 930 
SAVANNAH
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I never lose sight of my mum from here
CHICCO 360° TABLE SEAT6m+

The innovative Chicco 360° is the only table seat which 
can rotate through 360° (in 6 different positions) so that 
mum and baby never lose sight of each other. The exclusive 
revolving seat system, covered by a Chicco Patent, allows 
you to choose the ideal position for every moment of the 
day. Suitable for use from 6 months of age to a maximum 
weight of 15kgs.

The hook-on seat is easy to use and adapts to all types 
of tables as it is fitted with a safe dual adjuster system. 
The seat has a safety belt and the fabric lining can be 
completely removed for washing. The seat is very compact 
when closed and comes with a practical carry bag making 
it ideal for travel.

74 cm  

21
 cm

  

35 cm  3.8 kg  

Practical carry bag  
for travel

Code. 00 061705 800 930 
SEA DREAMS

Code. 04 061705 090 930 
FLOWER POWER

360° Table seat  
with food tray

AVAILABLE
APRIL 2011
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The ideal position which helps 
mum to feed her baby more 
comfortably

You can choose the right position to 
always guarantee face to face contact 
between mother and child

A safe place to watch the world go by

As the child grows it can share meals 
with its parents
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Every meal is a party!
MR. PARTY BOOSTER SEAT12m+ 32

.5
/3

6 
cm

  

38,5 cm  1.9 kg  29 cm  29 cm  

20
 cm

  

The perfect solution from Chicco for toddlers who, from 
around 18months onwards, want to sit at the table and join 
in with family meals.

With 3 heights it can be easily adjusted to different tables 
and to suit your child as it grows. 

The adjustable and removable tray is an ideal surface when 
the toddler cannot reach the table. 

Compact when folded, the food container stores neatly in 
the backrest and travel is easy with the handy carry strap.

It comes with a practical food container 
which you can carry anywhere

It is adjustable to 3 different heights

Cute bear-shaped backrest

The adjustable shoulder strap 
makes it practical and easy to carry

Code. 06 060980 480 000 
LIGHT BLUE
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/5

1 c
m

  

66 cm  4.5 kg  79 cm  79 cm  

24
 cm

  

Young musicians soon grow up!
D@NCE BABYWALKER6m+

The Chicco D@nce babywalker entertains baby with 
lots of sounds, lights and activities. Suitable from 
approximately 6 months to 12kgs maximum, improving 
baby’s balance and coordination which will help them 
start to take their very first steps.

The electronic toy panel with music and fun sounds 
also has a removable toy telephone and manual 
activities all helping to improve visual, hearing and hand 
coordination skills. The panel has a compartment with 
an Mp3 connection so you can select and add your 
baby’s favourite songs to the ones already available.  

The toy panel can be used on its own and when 
removed leaves a useful tray. Once removed, using  
the straps provided, it can be used as a stroller toy 
fastened to bumper bars. 

The comfortable padded seat can be adjusted to  
3 height positions and has a rigid backrest that offers 
maximum support to baby’s back. Featuring 2 swivel 
wheels and 2 fixed, it moves easily. The frame folds  
down to a compact size for storage. The multi-activity panel can be 

removed and attached to a stroller 
so your baby can play with it  

when out and about

The toy is full of sound effects  
and lights that flash to the rhythm 

of the music

The front compartment houses 
an Mp3 connection (player not 

included) to entertain baby with 
your favourite musicThe backrest is high and padded  

to ensure it provides suitable  
back support

The non-slip stoppers comply with  
all European safety standards 

Ideal for developing motor  
and audio skills
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Code. 00 079091 800 930 SEA DREAMS Code. 04 079091 090 930 FLOWER POWER Code. 00 079091 700 930 BABY SKETCHING

The seat can be adjusted in height.  
Its important to adjust the seat height to  
ensure your baby’s feet contact the floor

Compact fold taking up  
very little space

Chicco recommend that you  
don’t leave your child unattended  

in the babywalker and limit use to 20 minutes

The wide stable base also has  
rubber bump strips at the edges  

to protect furniture
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66 cm  4.9 kg  79 cm  79 cm  

24
 cm

  

Safely helps baby take its first steps
DJ BABYWALKER6m+

The DJ babywalker comes equipped with an electronic 
activity toy with lights, notes, melodies or animal sounds.

It also has manual activities, all making fun sounds to 
develop baby’s senses. The toy can be removed, to reveal  
a useful play or food tray, then using the straps provided  
the toy can be fixed to a stroller bumper bar. 

Featuring 2 swivel wheels and 2 fixed, it moves  
easily. The well-padded seat and rigid backrest  
offers maximum support to baby.

Seat has 3 height positions, the frame also folds  
down to a compact size for storage or transportation.

Toy can be attached to 
Stroller bumper bar

Stopper system for maximum safety

When closed occupies little space Adjustgable seat height

Code. 00 067648 800 930 
SEA DREAMS
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Chicco recommend that you never leave your child unattended in a baby walker and limit play to 20 minutes

Piano toyPiano toy

Piano toy.

Code. 04 067648 090 930 
FLOWER POWER

Code. 04 067648 470 930 
DINOFOOD

Code. 04 067648 480 930 
WATER LILY
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KEY-FIT CAR SEAT
The versatile car seat, always ready to set off.0m+ 43 cm  3.2 kgs

58
 cm

  

63 cm  

Practical and comfortable 
non-slip grip when moving 

seat by hand 

Removable and washable seat fabrics

The new Chicco Key-Fit is approved to ECE R44/04 
standards for group 0+, from birth up to 13kgs, it fits 
rear facing, using the car’s 3-point safety belts only.  
The deep seat gives high levels of protection and 
features an insert pillow for added comfort. The 3-point 
harness comes with shoulder and buckle pads, and easy 
to use one-pull adjustment system. 

The removable insert pillow is ideal for newborn babies 
in their first few months as it ensures they remain in the 
correct position and the breathable fabric means they 

stay comfortable. The ergonomic carrying handle has 
a practical and comfortable non-slip section to ensure 
maximum grip when transporting by hand. The seat has 
an adjustable and removable sun canopy. The Key-Fit 
can also be used in either static or rocking mode when 
indoors, thanks to its rounded base.

The Key-Fit has been designed to fit easily and simply  
to the SimpliCity Stroller (page 18) or the Together Twin 
(page 26), without the need for an additional fitting kit, 
to create practical travel systems. 

Removable sun canopy

(no air-bag)  

GROUP  POSITION IN CAR

0+  

CHILD WEIGHT

0.13 kg

POSITION SUITABLE ONLY WITH 3 POINT SEAT BELT

Attaches and removes easily to create  
a practical travel system
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Key-Fit can also be used in either static or rocking mode  
when indoors, thanks to its rounded base

Code. 04 079063 080 930 SYRIA Code. 04 079063 120 930 KLABBER

Deep well padded seat, with central safety 
harness adjuster

Removable insert pillow, ideal 
for newborn babies in their first 
few months, as it ensures they 
remain in the correct position
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What will your next trip be like?
ELETTA CAR SEAT0m+

43 cm  7.5 kg  

64
 cm

  

56 cm  

The new Eletta car seat for Group 0+/1, is approved to EC 
R44/04 to carry children until they weigh 18 kgs, adapting 
to suit your child’s needs, from birth to over 3 years old.

Comfort and safety are guaranteed, the reducer cushion for 
small babies, the spacious comfy seat once the reducer has 
been removed, and the reclining backrest to 4 positions. 
The soft side padding on the reducer snugly hold the baby’s 
head, sides and legs. The special wedge guarantees that the 
baby’s spine “lies flat” in the seat.

The deep seat gives high levels of side impact protection and 
head containment.

The car seat is so easy to install, fitting with the cars 3-point 
belts, the routing guides are colour coded to make them 
immediately identifiable (blue for Gr. 0+ rear facing and red 
for Gr. 1 forward facing).

The 5-point harness has fixed shoulder pads to prevent 
twisting and an easy to use one-pull harness adjustment.

GROUP  AUTHORISED POSITION  

(no air-bag)  

0+ 

CHILD WEIGHT

0-13 kg

1  9-18 kg

POSITION SUITABLE ONLY WITH 3 POINT SEAT BELT

Ergòs Reducer Cushion. The special wedge 
guarantees that the baby’s spine ‘lies flat’. 

in the seat (until baby weighs 6kgs)

Code. 00 079218 430 000 ROMANTIC
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Comfort and safety follow baby growth thanks to the reducer cushion for newborns and then the comfortable wide seat

The car seat reclines to 4 different positions to assure 
comfortable travelling and peaceful naps

Non-twist strap pads

Maximum protection for 
the child in the case of 

side impact

19°
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Union is safety.
KEY1 ISOFIX CAR SEAT12m+

43 cm  12,9 kg  

66
 cm

  

50 cm  

ISOFIX TOP TETHER

GROUP POSITION IN CAR  

Group 1  

CHILD WEIGHT

9-18 kg

Group 1  9-18 kg

POSITION SUITABLE ONLY WITH 3 POINT SEAT BELT

Fitting with the 
universal Isofix

Fitting with car 
safety belt

Building on the superb Key 1 car seat the Key 1 Isofix has all 
the same comfort and practicality as well as using the Isofix 
and “top tether” fitting system.

The Isofix system is a technological breakthrough in child car 
seat safety. Child car seats fitted with the Isofix system offer 
maximum safety and fitting peace of mind. They are the 
only child car seats that can be fitted into the car without 
using the cars safety belt. The special Isofix connectors can 
be fitted to the appropriate locking devices located between 
the backrest and seat of the car. After fitting the connectors, 
the upper belt, called “Top Tether”, is fixed to the third 
locking point of the Isofix system, located at the back of the 
rear seat or in the boot, depending on the type of vehicle.

Key 1 Isofix has the Chicco developed, Double Check System, 
which allows you to check whether the child car seat is 
fitted correctly into the car. This avoids the risk of errors 
when the fitting. The two special indicators become green, 
indicating correct fitting. If the connectors have not been 
fitted correctly, the Double Check System prevents you from 
carrying out any further fitting operations.

A similar indicator is also located on the “Top Tether”, 
showing whether the child car seat has been locked safely 
into position and tensioned correctly. The Isofix system can 
be neatly concealed with in the Key 1 seat allowing fitment 
in non-Isofix cars using the standard 3 point car seat belts.

Key1 Isofix can be fitted into non-Isofix cars, 
using the cars safety belts only, as with any 
traditional child car seats

Practical handle to extract Isofix 
connectors from car seat base

Code. 04 062997 810 000 POLARIS
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Headrest adjusts to 6 positions to follow childs growthAnatomical padding for 
key points on seat

Backrest adjusts 
to 5 positions

Adjustable Safety System

OK NO 

Indicator becomes green when 
device is locked correctly

OK 

Double Check System on the 
2 connectors

OK 

Double Check System on the 
“top tether”
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The car seat that follows your Childs growth
KEY 1 X PLUS CAR SEAT12m+

43 cm  12.9 kg  

66
 cm

  

50 cm  

Approved to ECE R44/04 for Group 1, suitable for children 
from 9kg up to 18kg. It fits forward facing, using the 
cars 3-point belts only. Featuring the “Adjustable Safety 
System”, a head cushion with the safety harness attached 
that can be height adjusted easily with one action, using 
the button at the rear of the seat.

With 6 different positions it grows with the child and 
ensures the correct fitting of the shoulder straps and 
pads. The 5 recline position seat has a 5 point harness, 
fixed shoulder pads to prevent twisting and an easy to use 
one-pull harness adjustment.

The deep seat gives high levels of side impact protection 
and head containment. The well padded seat also 
includes a built in ventilation system, with high tech  
mesh fabrics used, which allows air to circulate  
through the seat.

GROUP  POSITION IN CAR

1  

CHILD WEIGHT

9-18 kg

POSITION SUITABLE ONLY WITH 3 POINT SEAT BELT

Grows with your child

5 position reclinable

Code. 04 063251 810 000  POLARIS

Adjustable  
Safety System

Simple harness  
and headrest  

adjustment
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For a truly galactic adventure
NEPTUNE CAR SEAT12m+

43 cm  6 kg  

76
/8

2 
cm

  

50 cm  

The Neptune car seat is approved to EC R44/04, for 
Groups 1/2/3, suitable for children from 9 to 36 kg  
(from 1 to around 12 years of age). When the seat is  
used in Group 1 (from 9 to 18 kg) the child must be 
fastened in using the car seat safety harness.

The 5-point harness has comfortable shoulder pads and 
an easy to use one-pull harness adjustment. The 5-point 
harness can be removed and replaced by the standard car 
safety belts for use in Group 2 and 3 (from 15 to 36 kg). 

The ergonomic adjuster makes it easy to regulate both 
the height of the safety belts and the headrest at the 
same time; this will ensure your child travels safely and 
comfortably as it grows.

It is fitted with special side protection for your child’s 
head and shoulder, for extra safety in the case of impact; 
the reinforced padding in the lumbar zone and the seat 
guarantees extra comfort.

CHILD WEIGHT      GROUP  POSITION IN CAR

9-18 kg 1 

15-25kg 2

22-36kg 3

POSITION SUITABLE ONLY WITH 3 POINT SEAT BELT

Group 1 Children (9-18 kgs) must be fastened in 
using car seat harness

Group 2 & 3 Children (15-36 kgs) can be fastened in 
using the 3 point seat belts

The hi-tech fabric cover 
allows the skin to breathe

Code. 00 079079 430 000 ROMANTIC

Adjustable Safety System
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Headrest and safety belts can be adjusted to different positions to follow a childs growth

Practical ergonomic knob to 
adjust the headrest and safety 

straps together to many different 
positions

Group 1 children (9-18kgs) 
must be fastened in using the car 

seat safety straps

The belt guide on the headrest 
ensures that car belt is always in 

the right position

9	 15	 18		 22	 	 											25	 	 	 	 																																36
kg

Group 1 (9-18 Kg) Group 2 (15-25 Kg) Group 3 (22-36 Kg)

Side safety system for optimised head and 
shoulder protection
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Maximum safety for baby, maximum convenience for you!
KEY 2-3 ULTRAFIX CAR SEAT2+

46 cm  5.3 kg  

71
/8

5 
cm

  

47 cm  

This car seat, is approved to ECE R44/04 to carry children 
weighing from 15 to 36 kg (Group 2 and 3).

The two UltraFix fittings on the child car seat can be 
attached easily to the Isofix anchor points in the car to 
provide extra stability for the car seat, when the child is 
sat inside. It also means the seat stays firmly fixed when 
it is not in use. 

Using the clearly marked belt guides the child must 
always be restrained using the car’s 3 point safety belts.

With high levels of side impact protection and head 
containment, the seat backrest can be adjusted in height, 
to 8 different positions, and also in width, so it can be 
adapted to suit the needs of the growing child for the 
entire period the seat is used ensuring maximum safety 
and comfort.

The car seat backrest has 3 position recline. It comes with 
a cup holder, which can be fitted to either side of the child 
car seat.

Adjustable Safety System

CHILD WEIGHT      GROUP  POSITION IN CAR

15-25kg 2

22-36kg 3

POSITION SUITABLE ONLY WITH 3 POINT SEAT BELT

The UltraFix fittings improve 
the stability of the car seat 
when connected to the car’s 
Isofix anchor points

Code. 04 079033 810 000 POLARIS
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The backrest can be adjusted in 
width by a maximum of 8 cm

The adjustments in height and width are 
totally independent so it can be adapted 

to the individual build of every child

The backrest reclines to 3 different 
positions for comfy and safe naps

Simply press the button on the  
car seat and extract the rear 
foot to recline the backrest

Practical and handy cup holder

Spacious and comfy seat with differential 
padding in the key areas of the seat

The backrest adjusts in height 
to 8 different positions, with a 

maximum travel of 16cm

Special breathable fabric cover
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Green light for extra safety!
AUTO-FIX FAST ISOFIX BASE 0m+

This brand new Group 0+ isofix base is an 
important accessory specifically designed to 
ensure the Auto-Fix Fast car seat reaches the 
highest possible levels of excellence as far as 
safety and user–friendliness is concerned.  
The base can only be used with the Auto-Fix Fast 
car seat sold with the Trio Living Travel Systems 
(see page 6).

Once it has been fastened to the vehicle seat 
using the Isofix connectors and the support foot 
that acts as the third anchor point, the car seat 

is basically integrated within the vehicle seat, 
guaranteeing maximum levels of safety. The 
base can also be anchored using the traditional  
3 point vehicle safety belts, making it even  
more versatile should you need to use a car 
without Isofix.

Both the isofix connectors and the support foot 
are fitted with the Double Check System, as a 
kind of ‘traffic light’ that goes green when the 
seat is fastened correctly. 

Double Check System that 
signals the base has been 

fitted correctly

The support foot can be easily adjusted to a number of 
different positions so the base can be used on the seats  

of a range of vehicles

The support foot can be 
folded away behind the base 

so it occupies very little space 
when not in use

 
The Clik Clak device allows you to fit or remove the 

Auto-Fix Fast to its base with a simple action

Please read the instruction 
booklet of your car to check the 
compatibility and the list of 
approved cars in your child car  
seat instruction book

ISOFIX

CLASS E

CHILD WEIGHT
0-13 KGS

GROUP
Group 0+

(no air-bag)

POSITION IN CAR

Position suitable only with 3 point seat belt
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SOUTH WEST

Barnstaple
Cyril Webber 
50-51 Bear Street, Barnstaple 
North Devon EX32 7DB 
01271 343277 

Camborne
Babydays 
44 Trelowarren Street, Camborne 
Cornwall TR14 8AF 
01209 718181

Christchurch
Lois Babies & Kids Store  
181a - 183c Barrack Road 
Christchurch 
Dorset BH23 2AR 
01202 484 443/487 656

Clevedon
Trendy Baby 
Unit 6, Hither Green Trading Est. 
Clevedon 
Somerset BS21 6XT 
01275 342111

Devizes
Nursery Thyme Ltd 
Wharfside, Couch Lane 
Devizes, Wiltshire SN10 1EB 
01380 721747

Honiton
Devon Pram Centre 
140 High Street 
Honiton 
Devonshire EX14 1JP 
01404 43334

Guernsey
Aladdins Cave 
Les Canus Road 
Capelles, St Sampsons 
Guernsey, CI, GY2 4UJ 
01481 728469

Guernsey
Creasey’s 
High Street 
St Peter Port 
Guernsey, GY1 2JZ 
01481 720203

Jersey  
Home Maker Channel Islands 
Co-op Society Ltd 
57 Don Street 
Jersey JE2 4TR 
01534 879822

Keynsham 
Baby N Co 
21 Temple Street 
Keynsham  
Bristol BS31 1HF 
01179 868184

Newton Abbot
Babytots South West 
Wharf Road 
Newton Abbot TQ12 2DA 
01626 333 633

Poole
Discount Baby Equipment 
15 Mansfield Road 
Parkstone, Poole 
Dorset BH14 0DD 
01202 730630

St.Austell
Adeba Nurseryworld 
13 Truro Road, St.Austell 
Cornwall PL25 5JE 
01726 73125

Swindon
That’s My Baby 
Unit 14/15 Orbit Centre 
Ashworth Road, Bridgemead 
Swindon, SN5 7YG 
01793 432111

Taunton
Country Babies 
19 Priory Bridge Road, Taunton 
Somerset TA1 1QD 
01823 337331

Tiverton
Country Babies 
1 Bridge Street, Tiverton 
Devon EX16 5LY 
01884 251250

SOUTH EAST

Ashford
Baby Lady 
Eastmead Avenue 
Eastmead Trading Estate 
Ashford, Kent TN23 7RX 
01233 636346

Barking
Top Kids 
17 East Street 
Barking 
Essex IG11 8ER 
02085 943 848

Bedford
Begees of Bedford 
58-60 Midland Road, Bedford 
Bedfordshire MK40 1QB 
01234 213215

Bedford
House Of Baby Ltd 
11-13 Sunbeam Road 
Woburn Road Industrial Estate 
Kempston, Bedford 
MK42 7BY 
01234 842 942

Berkhamsted
Grooveystyle Baby Equipment 
Unit 1, Site 1, Northbridge Road  
Berkhamsted 
Hertfordshire HP4 1EH 
01442 872888

Borehamwood
Kindercare Pram Shop 
116 Shenley Road, Borehamwood 
Hertfordshire WD6 1EF 
020 8953 2002

Canterbury
Baby Lady 
R/O 252-254 Sturry Road 
Canterbury 
Kent CT1 1DT 
01227 787400 

Chatham 
Little Temptations 
260 High Street 
Chatham ME4 4AN 
01634 818978

Croydon
Baby Nest 
1-2 Purley Way Crescent, Croydon 
Surrey CR0 3JS 
0208 684 3930

Dagenham
Babycare of Dagenham 
9-11 Rowallen Parade, Green Lane 
Dagenham 
E.London RM8 1XU 
020 8599 3024

Folkstone
The Baby Den 
362-364 Cheriton Road 
Folkstone 
Kent 
CT19 4DX 
01303 275444

Hastings 
The Hastings Baby Shop 
65 Queens Road 
Hastings 
East Sussex TN34 1RE 
01424 200077

London 
Just Kidding 
501 Kingsbury Road 
Kingsbury 
London NW9 9HG 
0208 2042233

London
Kids World 
24 High Street North 
East Ham 
London E6 2HJ 
0208 5480443

Peckham
Wear & Cheer 
160-162 Rye Lane, Peckham 
London SE15 4NB 
020 7635 9252

Sharnbrook
Bumps N Babes Ltd 
Unit 1 Station Yard 
Station Road, Sharnbrook 
Bedfordshire MK44 1PU 
07723 561852

Slough
Babby Boom Ltd 
274 Farnham Road, Slough 
Berkshire SL1 4XL 
01753 691 600

St. Albans
The Baby Shop 
41-45 London Road  
St Albans  
Hertfordshire AL1 1LJ 
01727 893393

Thornton Heath
Tots Babycare 
37 High Street, Thornton Heath 
Surrey CR7 8RU 
0208 683 2277

Tottenham
Totland Toys & Nursery Goods Ltd 
4 Bruce Grove, Tottenham 
London N17 6RA 
020 8808 3466

Uckfield
Frills All Round 
33 Newtown, Uckfield 
East Sussex TN22 5DL 
01825 761625

Walthamstow
Victoria 2 
246, Hoe Street 
Walthamstow E17 3AX 
0208 520 2176

West Wickham
Baby Baby 
34 High Street 
West Wickham BR4 0NJ 
0208 7772251

EAST ANGLIA

Bishop’s Stortford
That Cute Age 
32a Twyford Business Centre 
London Road, Bishop’s Stortford 
Hertfordshire CM23 3YT 
0800 1584838

Kings Lynn
Youngsters World Ltd  
112 Norfolk Street, Kings Lynn 
Norfolk PE30 1AQ 
01553 766576

Norwich
Babyland & Babykit Ltd 
1 Wendover Road 
Rackheath Ind Estate, Norwich 
Norfolk NR13 6LH 
01603 722121

Peterborough
Kiddicare Superstore 
Cygnet Park 
Clubway 
Hampton 
Peterborough 
Cambridgeshire PE7 8JA 
01733 201873

Southend-On-Sea
Kindercare Pram Shop 
300-304 Victoria Avenue 
Southend-On-Sea 
Essex SS2 6NA 
01702 466472

Southend On Sea
Zebedee Zhop 
36 Alexander Street 
Southend-On-Sea 
Essex SS1 1BU 
01702 351844

MIDLANDS

Ashby-De-La-Zouch
Babes 2 Tots 
The Courtyard, 52 Market Street 
Ashby-De-La-Zouch 
Leicestershire LE65 1AN 
01530 564446 

Birmingham 
Babystore Direct 
425 Walsall Road 
Perry Barr 
Birmingham B42 1BT 
0121 3318944

Birmingham
Babystore Direct 
48/50 Stoney Lane 
Sparkbrook, Birmingham 
W.Midlands B12 8AF 
0121  7665666

STOCKIST GUIDE
The following pages give a nationwide list of  
Chicco Numero Uno stockists. Within these nursery stores 
you will find a comprehensive and well-presented range of 
the products featured in this catalogue. Selected ranges of 
our products are also available through other independent 

nursery stores, mail order and national nursery retailers, 
including Mothercare, Babies R Us, Argos and John Lewis.   
For further information on stockists or products contact 
Chicco Customer Services on 01623 750870.
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Birmingham
Classic Mother & Baby Wear 
279 Alcester Road South  
Kings Heath  
Birmingham B14 6GB 
0121 4415802

Birmingham
Jolly Tots 
41 Stoney Lane, Yardley 
Birmingham 
W.Midlands B25 8RE 
0121 789 6646

Birmingham
Direct Healthcare Ltd 
Unit 8 Spon Lane Ind Est. 
Spring Rd 
Smethwick 
Birmingham B66 1PE 
0845 2590175

Burton Latimer
Jolly Tots  
34 High Street, Burton Latimer 
Northamptonshire NN15 5LB 
01536 420051

Chesterfield
Chesterfield Babycare 
Progress Hse.Brimington Rd Nth 
Whittington Moor, Chesterfield 
Derbyshire S41 9AP 
01246 454498 

Coventry 
Rooms of Coventry 
14-20 Corporation Street 
Coventry 
West Midlands CV1 1GE 
02476 630606

Hereford
Hopscotch 
4-5-6 Foley Works 
Foley Trading Estate, Hereford 
Herefordshire HR1 2SF 
01432 342052 

Hinckley 
Heart Of England Co-op 
59 Castle Street 
Hinckley  
Leicestershire LE10 1DA 
01455 238011

Ilkeston
Stork Talk (Midlands) Ltd 
16a Birkdale Close,  
Manners Industrial Estate, Ilkeston, 
Derbyshire DE7 8YA 
0115 930 6700

Ilkeston
Thorpes Toymaster 
38-44 South Street  
Ilkeston  
Derbyshire DE7 5QJ 
0115 9327834

Leicester
Baby Planet 
36 Western Road, Leicester 
Leicestershire LE3 0GD 
0116 255 6222 

Loughborough
Kinder Garden Ltd 
48 Church Gate  
Loughborough  
Leicestershire LE11 1UE 
01509 234532

Mansfield Woodhouse 
Expecting Baby 
41 Station Street, Mansfield Woodhouse 
Nottinghamshire NG19 8AD 
01623 421321

Nuneaton 
Heart Of England Co-op 
22 Abbey Street 
Nuneaton  
Warwickshire CV11 5BU 
02476 382331

Oswestry 
Babythings 4 U Ltd 
Little Heath Farm 
West Felton, Oswestry 
Shropshire SY11 4ET 
01691 682194

Pailton
Baby Equipment Complete 
Rugby Road, Pailton 
Warwickshire CV23 0QH 
01788 832219

Redditch
As Cute As  
Kingsfisher Shopping Centre 
8 Kingsfisher Walk 
Redditch 
Worcestershire B97 4EY 
01527 570050

Rubery
Baby Barn 
Gannow Green Farm, Gannow Green Lane, 
Rubery 
W.Midlands B45 9AS 
01562 710220

Shireoaks
Babies Galore Ltd 
Unit 10, Shireoaks Network Ctre 
Coach Crescent, Worksop 
Nottinghamshire S81 8AD 
01909 487788

Shrewsbury
My Baby 
Vanguard Park  
Shrewsbury SY1 3TG 
08456 592030

Stoke On Trent
Little Rascals 
15 St Johns’s Square, Burslen 
Stoke On Trent 
Staffordshire ST6 3AW 
01782 505161

Stoke On Trent
Premier Baby 
161-163 Victoria Street, Hartshill 
Staffordshire ST4 6HA 
01782 717513

Sutton In Ashfield
Bristols Early Days 
61 Outram Street 
Sutton In Ashfield 
Nottinghamshire NG17 4BG 
01623 554227

Tamworth
Babyeez 
Unit 6, Ankerside Shopping Centre 
George Street, Tamworth  
Staffordshire B79 7LQ 
01827 307897

Walsall
Kiddisave Ltd 
Seymour House, 1 Green Lane 
Walsall 
W.Midlands WS2 8HE 
01922 626466

Warley
Sohal’s Nursery Cash & Carry Ltd 
72-78 High Street, Smethwick 
Warley 
W.Midlands B66 1DS 
0121 558 7670

Willenhall
Baby Travel 
Unit 13, St.Annes Ind.Est. 
St.Annes Road, Willenhall 
W.Midlands WV13 1DY 
01902 366333

Wolverhampton
Kids Kamp 
8a Cleveland Street 
Wulfrun Centre 
Wolverhampton WV1 3HH 
01902 425284 

Worcester
Next Generation Pram & Nursery Centre 
Orchard Cottage Farm  
Croome Road, Defford 
Worcester WR8 9AS 
01386 750888

NORTH EAST

Barnsley
Barnsley Babyworld Ltd 
16 Doncaster Road, Barnsley 
South Yorkshire S70 1TH 
01226 731129

Boston
Buggy Hutch 
4 Rosegarth Street, Boston 
Lincolnshire PE21 8QU 
01205 310705

Bradford
Babycare 
1 Junction Terrace,  
Bolton Road, Bradford 
West Yorkshire BD2 4LB 
01274 640364

Darlington
Baby Jo’s 
17 Clarks Yard, Darlington  
Co Durham DL3 7QH   
01325 488770

Dewsbury
Kiddies Kingdom 
Machells Mill, Foundry Street 
off White Hall Way 
Dewsbury 
West Yorkshire WF13 1QH 
01924 439049

Doncaster
Stork Pram & Cot Centre Ltd 
10 Market Road, Doncaster 
South Yorkshire DN1 1LP 
01302 364462

Goole
Clothes For Little People 
28 Pasture Road, Goole 
East Yorkshire DN14 6EZ 
01405 763071

Grimsby
Ramsdens Toymaster 
459 Cleethorpe Road, Grimsby 
Lincolnshire DN31 3BZ 
01472 315278

Hartlepool 
Cradle 
44-46 York Road 
Hartlepool  
Cleveland TS26 8AW 
01429 275369

Huddersfield 
Bambino Direct 
Unit A, York House 
Grove Road, Off Leeds Road 
Huddersfield HD1 6DD 
0844 412 4521 

Leeds
Fashion & Childcare 
243-245 Kirkgate Market, Leeds 
West Yorkshire LS2 7RQ 
0113 243 1723

Leeds
The Baby Room 
1–3 The Clock Buildings 
Roundhay Road 
Leeds LS8 2SH 
0113 2496622

Merseyside
Kiddiland 
315-323 Stanley Road 
Kirkdale, Liverpool 
Merseyside L5 7QF 
0151 9225075

Middlesbrough
W H Watts & Son Ltd 
114-118 Parliament Road 
Middlesbrough TS1 4JL 
01642 246125

Rotherham
Affordable Baby Care Ltd 
68 Wellgate, Rotherham 
South Yorkshire S60 2LR 
01709 372 299

Rotherham
Rotherham Babycare 
The Old Firestation, Erskine Road 
Rotherham 
South Yorkshire S65 1RF 
01709 361061

Scarborough
Kaleidoscope 
1 Somerset Terrace, Scarborough 
North Yorkshire YO11 2PA 
01723 351305

Warrington
The Baby Store Ltd 
16 Chetham Court  
Winwick Quay 
Warrington 
Cheshire WA2 8RF 
01925 241467

NORTH WEST

Accrington
Accrington Baby Centre 
57-59 Abbey Street  
Accrington, Lancs BB5 1EH 
01254 230101

Ashton-Under-Lyne
Toddlin 
31 Old Street  
Ashton-Under-Lyne 
Lancashire OL6 6LA 
0161 3083334

Barrowford
Nursery Time 
123 Gisburn Road 
Barrowford, Nelson 
Lancashire BB9 6EP 
01282 615291

Barrow-In-Furness
Baby Bitz 
8-14 Cavendish Street 
Barrow-In-Furness 
Cumbria LA14 1SB 
01229 828988

Blackburn
Kiddies 
63-65 Victoria Street, Blackburn 
Lancashire BB1 6DN 
01254 675030

Blackpool
Nurseryworld Superstore 
157 Victoria Road West, Cleveleys 
Lancashire FY5 3LB 
01253 865562

Bolton
Mums Mate 
359-361 Halliwell Road, Bolton 
Lancashire BL1 8DF 
01204 848364

Bolton
Urchins Babyworld 
810 Bury Road, Breightmet,  
Bolton 
Lancashire BL2 6PA 
01204 433399

Burnley
Babyworld 
2-4 Plumbe Street 
Burnley BB11 3AA 
01282 458555

Cheshire
Baby Business 
7 The Mount, Heswell 
Cheshire CH60 4RE 
0151 3429970

Chorley 
Herbert Dickinson Ltd 
137-143 Market Street, Chorley 
Lancashire PR7 2ST 
01257 269296

Failsworth
C & J Bickley  
67a Ashton Road East, Failsworth 
Manchester M35 9PW 
0161 681 1944

Farnworth
Shelley Tots 
85-87 Market Street 
Farnworth 
Lancashire BL4 7NS 
01204 572396

STOCKIST GUIDE
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Isle of Man
Ramsey Warehouse 
37 Parliament Street, Ramsey 
Isle of Man IM8 1AT 
01624 813092

Lancaster
Simply Baby 
46 North Road 
Lancaster LA1 1PA 
01524 66888

Leigh
Storktown Ltd  
3-5 Silk Street, Leigh 
Lancashire WN7 1AW 
01942 677612

Liverpool
Richards Prams & Beds Ltd 
10-12 Priory Road, Anfield 
Liverpool 
Merseyside L4 2RY 
0151 263 3292

Liverpool
Scotts Nurseryworld 
177-179 County Road 
Walton  
Liverpool L4 5PB 
0151 523 5911

Manchester
Baby UK Ltd  
Crown Point North Shopping Park 
Denton 
Manchester M34 3JP 
0844 2570422

Manchester
Lesters Discount Nursery World  
4 Bury Old Rd 
Cheetham Hill, Manchester 
Lancashire M8 9JN  
0161 7207227

Manchester
Little Angels 
490 Wilbraham Road 
Chorlton-Cum-Hardy 
Manchester 
Lancashire M21 9AS 
0161 881 3895

Newcastle Upon Tyne
Baby Thingz 
Unit 8D, North Tyne Ind Est 
Benton 
Newcastle Upon Tyne NE12 9SZ 
0191 2661190

Oldham
Nursery Goods Direct 
23 Mumps, Oldham 
Lancashire OL1 3TP 
0161 6201734

Penrith
Penrith Co-operative Society Ltd 
19 Burrowgate 
Penrith 
Cumbria CA11 7TD 
01768 862366

Rawtenstall 
Boogaloo Baby 
Lea Brook Business Centre  
Burnley Road, Rawtenstall Rossendale BB4 8HH 
01706 216995

Rochdale
Kids Stuff 
Duke Street Mill, Duke Street 
Rochdale 
Lancashire OL12 0LW 
01706 645267

Runcorn
Lullaby Nurseryware 
25 Church Street 
Runcorn WA7 1LX 
01928 590598

Stockport
Nursery World Stockport 
32 Bramhall Lane 
Heaviley 
Stockport SK2 6HR 
0161 4805688

Warrington
Zero Six 
Unit 10B 
Palatine Industrial Estate 
Causeway Avenue 
Warrington 
Cheshire WA4 6QQ 
01925 415907

Widness
Hobbyshop Toymaster 
29 Widness Road 
Widness 
Cheshire WA8 6AZ 
01514 241947

Wigan
Winstanleys Pramworld 
725-729 Ormskirk Road 
Pemberton 
Wigan 
Lancashire WN5 8AT 
01942 214864

Workington
Listers Baby Shop 
33 Oxford Street 
Workington  
Cumbria CA14 2AL 
01900 601271

WALES

Aberdare
Tiny Tears 
7a Market Street 
Aberdare 
Mid Glamorgan CF44 7DY 
01685 882229

Abergavenny
Smarty Pants 
17 Frogmore Street, Abergavenny 
Monmouthshire NP7 5AH 
01873 854888

Cardiff
Eddershaw & Son Ltd 
Hadfield Road, Off Penarth Road 
Cardiff CF11 8AQ 
02920 229070

Haverfordwest
Toffee Apple 
62-70 Dew Street, Haverfordwest 
Pembrokeshire SA61 1NR 
01437 767222

Newport
Top Image Nursery 
120 Commercial Street,  
Newport NP20 1LX 
01633 213088

Shotton
Beehive Babyland 
74 Chester Rd East 
Shotton 
Deeside CH5 1QB 
01244 830082

Swansea
Eddershaw & Son Ltd 
Phoenix Way, The Enterprise Park 
Swansea SA7 9EH 
01792 774400

SCOTLAND

Aberdeen
Homestyle by Donalds 
54 Queens Street 
Peterhead 
Aberdeenshire AB42 1TQ 
01779 479595

Ayr
The Babys Castle 
13-15 Alloway Street, Ayr 
Ayrshire KA7 1SP 
01292 262003

Buckie
Junners Toymaster 
17 High Street 
Buckie  
Banffshire AB56 1AL 
01542 836269

Dunfermline
Little Peas Ltd 
Castleblair Works, Inglis Lane 
Dunfermline KY12 9DP 
01383 738866

Dumfries
Kid-Nap 
67-69 Queensbury Street 
Dumfries 
Dumfriesshire DG1 1BH 
01387 265019

Glasgow
Glasgow Pram Centre 
25-29 Mcfarlane Street, Glasgow 
Lanarkshire G4 0TL 
0141 552 3998

Hamilton
Carridges Pram Centre 
Unit 9 Newcross Centre  
Lamb Street 
Hamilton ML3 6AH 
01698 458080

Hawick
The Baby Shop 
45-47 North Bridge Street, Hawick 
Roxburghshire TD9 9PX 
01450 375122

Inverurie
Gibbs of Inverurie Ltd 
8 High Street, Inverurie 
Aberdeenshire AB51 3XQ 
01467 620092

Kilmarnock
Kilmarnock Pram & Nursery Centre 
2 New Mill Road, Kilmarnock  
Ayrshire KA1 3JF 
01563 520075

Kirkcaldy
Babyland Fife Pram  
& Nursery Centre 
346-348 High Street, Kirkcaldy 
Fife KY1 1LD 
01592 205176

Troon
Cowans 
61-69 Temple Hill, Troon 
Ayrshire KA10 6BQ 
01292 311211

NORTHERN IRELAND

Selected Toymaster Stores

Armagh
T. G. Hawthorne 
39-41 Scotch Street 
Armagh BT61 7BY 
02837 525456

Ballymena
Cameron’s of Ballymena 
23 Broughshane Street 
Ballymena 
Co. Antrim BT43 5EB 
02825 648821

Ballymoney
Nursery World 
49 Main Street 
Ballymoney 
Co. Antrim BT53 6AN 
02827 663118

Banbridge
D Rogers Toymaster 
7 Bridge Street 
Banbridge 
Co. Down  BT32 3JL 
02840 622225

Belfast
Kids’ Store 
79-81 Castle Street 
Belfast 
Co. Antrim BT1 1GJ 
02890 232805

Belfast
Sandra’s Nursery Corner 
88 Shore Road 
Belfast 
Co. Antrim BT15 3PL 
02890 770639

Belfast
Baby Joy 
183 Shankhill Road 
Belfast BT13 1FP 
02890 278243

Carrickfergus
Bambini 
2 Joymount 
Carrickfergus 
Co. Antrim  BT38 7DN 
02893 365639

Coleraine
Smyth’s Babyneeds 
46 Longcommons 
Coleraine 
Co. Londonderry 
BT52 1LH 
02870 356756

Downpatrick
Deeny’s Nursery 
30 St. Patrick’s Avenue 
Downpatrick 
Co. Down BT30 6DW 
02844 611916

Enniskillen
Helena’s Nursery 
Sligo Road 
Enniskillen 
Co. Fermanagh BT74 7JY 
02866320505
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Keady
King’s Toyworld 
26 Darkley Road 
Keady 
Co. Armagh BT 60 3AX 
02837 538266

Larne
T. R. Fulton 
28 Pound Street 
Larne 
Co. Antrim BT40 1SQ 
02828 260288

Limavady
First 4 Baby 
6 Ballyclose Street 
Limavady 
Co. Londonderry BT49 0BN 
02877 763118

Lurgan
Jump for Joy 
Unit 7 Pinehurst Retail Park 
Kitchen Hill 
Lurgan 
Co. Armagh BT66 6AZ 
02838 317335

Maghera
Noone’s 
92 Main Street 
Maghera 
Co. Londonderry 
BT46 5AF 
02879 642245

Magherafelt
R. A. Cuddy 
15 Market Street 
Magherafelt 
Co. Londonderry BT45 6EE 
02879 632373

Omagh
Baby Essentials 
18 Dromore Road 
Omagh 
Co. Tyrone BT78 1QZ 
02882 257772

Omagh
W & S Kiddies Corner 
Unit 1-2 Market House 
Market Road 
Omagh 
Co. Tyrone BT78 1EX 
02882 251108

Portadown
Ivan Jameson 
18 High Street 
Portadown 
Co. Armagh BT62 1HZ 
02838 332244

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

Murphy’s World of Wonder Stores

O’Connor’s World of Wonder Stores

Selected Toymaster Stores

Athlone
DB Cycles & Babyland 
Magazine Road 
Athlone 
Co. Meath 
090 6492280

Cashel
Babyzone 
Lady’s Well Street 
Cashel 
Co. Tipperary 
062 63133

Cork
Tony Kealy Ltd 
Southring Business Park 
Kinsale Road 
Cork 
021 5005500

Drogheda
The Elegant Baby Shop 
Unit L & N Complex 
Stockwell Street 
Drogheda 
Co. Louth 
041983 4935

Dublin
Eurobaby 
Unit 1 Finches Park 
Longmile road 
Dublin 12 
01 4659659

Dublin
Tony Kealy Ltd 
9-11 Walkinstown Green 
Walkinstown 
Dublin 12 
01 4503966

Dublin
Tony Kealy Ltd 
Unit 3 Northside Retail Park 
Coolock Drive 
Dublin 5 
01 8672757 

Dundalk
The Baby Shop 
23 Market Street 
Dundalk 
Co. Louth 
042 9354100

Ennis
Nursery Store & Learning 4 Fun 
Roselevan Shopping Centre 
Tulla road 
Ennis 
Co. clare 
065 6842694

Enniscorthy
Kavanagh’s Giftware Ltd 
1-2 Main Street 
Enniscorthy 
Co. Wexford 
053 92 33251

Galway
Babyworld 
The Old School House 
Castlegar 
Tuam Road 
Galway 
091 771399

Gorey
All About Baby 
Unit 1B, the Palms 
The Avenue 
Gorey 
Co. Wexford 
053 9422203

Kilkenny
Babyboom 
Unit 4 The Smithlands Centre 
Waterford Road 
Kilkenny 
Co. Kilkenny 
056 7765441

Kilkenny
Ryan’s Pram Centre 
John’s Gate 
Barrack Street 
Kilkenny City 
056 771 2846

Limerick
Babyworld 
Eastway Business Park 
Ballysimon Road 
Limerick 
061 603630 

Mitchelstown
O’Sullivan’s 
52 Lower Cork Street 
Mitchelstown 
Co. Cork 
025 24656

Monaghan
Fleming’s Department Store 
Church Square 
Monaghan Town 
047 81344

Mullingar
Texas Department Store 
St Austin Friar Street 
Mullingar 
Co. Westmeath 
087 824962

Nenagh
Precious Years 
Unit 2 O’Connor Shopping Centre 
Dublin Road 
Nenagh 
Co. Tipperary 
067 43389

Portlaoise
First Years 
Conniberry Junction 
Clonminum 
Portlaoise 
Co. Laoise 
057 8674575

Sligo
Kool Kids 
C/o Sheelin Cash & Carry 
Kintogher 
Sligo 
07191 41404

Tralee
Tralee Gas & Nursery 
Strand Street 
Tralee 
Co. Kerry 
066 7122018

Virginia
Baby Baby Nursery Shop 
Unit 15 Virginia Shopping Centre 
Virginia 
Co. Cavan 
049 8548844

Waterford
Nursery Rhymes 
Unit 14 Park Road Business Park 
Waterford 
051 854611
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Please refer to Chicco UK for product availability. 
Chicco UK reserve the right to alter the specifications and designs of any of the products featured in this brochure. 

All sizes and weights given are intended as a guide only and are approximate. 
Representations of colour are approximate due to the limitations of the photographic and printing processes.

Chicco UK, Prospect Close, Kirkby in Ashfield, Nottinghamshire NG17 7LF

Telephone: 01623 750870  Fax: 01623 756996  Email: sales@chicco.co.uk  www.chicco.co.uk
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